A short description of participation of the Lithuanian astronomers in the Whole Earth Telescope program is given.
The start of the WET program in Lithuania took place at the Nordic-Baltic Astronomy Meeting in Uppsala 1990 where many Lithuanian astronomers were given the possibility to present their results personally -the first time after the break of the Soviet "iron curtain".
One talk at the conference raised my special interest: Jan-Erik Solheim presented the latest news on the Whole Earth Telescope (WET) and showed the exciting results which were achieved with this very special "instrument". For us it was a good possibility to be accepted into the WET community with our 1 m Zeiss telescope at the site where WET observations had a "gap" (Figure 1 ). At a coffee break I had a long conversation with Jan-Erik about this "gap" and about the possibility to fill it. That was the start of our long and fruitful collaboration and a pleasant friendship.
However, there was a problem, which prevented the immediate use of our Maidanak telescope -no high speed "travelling" photometer was available. I was invited to the University of Tromsø to become acquainted with their existing two-channel photometer. The hope was that it could be transformed into a reliable instrument, which could survive during long travels via Aeroflot terminals, which at that time were not sufficiently suitable for transportation of sensitive instruments and, in addition, survive the bumpy roads from Tashkent to the Maidanak telescope site. After some weeks of investigations Jan- Erik and I came to the conclusion that, for use at the Maidanak site, we needed a new photometer which would be simple and sufficiently stable to survive hard travel. Fortunately, Tromsø University had very experienced specialists in mechanics and electronics as well as a good mechanical shop. When we presented to them our photometer idea, they started at once without a fully finished project and officially approved drawings, only with the main ideas and simple but understandable sketches.
We decided that it should be a quite flat instrument with all parts in blocks fixed on a single aluminum plate: thus the photometer was called the Pancake. My job was to make photometer drawings at the Skibotn Observatory in Norway. Then the mechanical and electronic fitting followed at Skibotn Observatory, at the Tromsø Auroral Observatory "Yellow Building" and in the mechanical and electronics shops.
So the Pancake became our first lightweight fitting to one suitcase traveling photometer, which afterwards was modified many times. Al- though new and more sophisticated high speed photometers were produced later, the Pancake even today is in a working condition and ready to travel to any telescope (Figures 2 and 3) . The first sample of the Pancake photometer was produced in autumn of 1991 in an extremely short time -within two months.
The Pancake started its "career" in May 1992 at Maidanak -on a 1 m Zeiss reflector it was used to collect some useful observations during its first tests. Then this instrument was used as a main tool of the Vilnius WET group in many WET campaigns. We have collected many valuable observations at Maidanak, Nordic Optical Telescope, Teide Observatory, Molėtai Observatory in Lithuania, Assy-Turgen and Tien-Shan observatories in Kazakhstan.
This traveling photometer became a stimulus for the high precision photometry laboratory of Vilnius University to start collaboration with instrument specialists of the WET headquarters in Austin and Iowa State universities (U.S.A.). As a result, the laboratory has received orders for modernization of some parts of the existing standard WET photometers at many observatories. Later on, the Laboratory has designed a new modern high speed photometer: these instruments were produced for the observatories in Lithuania, Poland, Italy and Turkey.
One more important result of our collaboration with WET were numerous papers of WET workshops floating into Baltic Astronomy journal. The first book of the proceedings was based on the presentations of the 2nd WET workshop, which was held at the Molėtai Observatory in August 1993. It was the first really international conference at the Molėtai Observatory with many astronomers present from all over the world. It was a good experience for the observatory staff to organize such an event. Although the Molėtai WET workshop was the second in order, its proceedings were published for the first time since no editor was found for the 1st workshop which was held in Austin, Texas. Jan-Erik Solheim and I, as the main organizers of the Molėtai workshop, were asked to take care for publishing the proceedings. The result of our few-month job, which was a very new experience for me, was a book of 203 pages, The Second WET Workshop Proceedings.
This was a good beginning. After that I was asked to co-edit proceedings of four more WET workshops, in close collaboration with the Editor of Baltic Astronomy. Twelve Baltic Astronomy issues containing 1800 pages of 165 papers on pulsating white dwarfs and related topics were published. Also, these papers were reprinted as five separate hard-cover books of the proceedings for the participants of WET workshops. The last of these books -The Sixth WET Workshop Proceedings -appeared in May 2003. Here is the list of the Proceedings:
